October and November Monthly Report

Due to the inability of QSU to acquire funding through SOAR until Winter 2015, our attempts to host events during these months was hindered, so the Queer Student Union focused on internal matters. Officers, not including the IVC and EVC, were elected.

Being that it caught up with a theme which is quite common in UCSC’s queer communities, our organization was pleased with the 2014-2015 community agreement stating “pronouns will be listed on name tags,” however it is believed that it fails to fully support the other community agreement which states “be aware of others’ pronouns” because the visibility of the name tags are quite limited. Tags across the room and on the same side of the rectangle which the representatives sit in are not visible, causing pronouns to not be made aware. A proposed solution to this is for individuals to volunteer to put their names and pronouns on a document which would be visible to the assemble members to ensure that they are not misgendering their fellow assembly members.

Sincerely,

Haedyn Christie
Student Union Assembly Representative, Queer Student Union